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Course Builder

There’s more to delivering
training than showing
up and speaking to
an audience. Crane
Tech understands the
importance of ensuring that every
detail of your training is handled
professionally and thoroughly. We

When faced with hundreds of documents and test questions available for a
training program Crane Tech programmers developed Course Builder. A
revolutionary Learning Management System that places manuals, tests,
regulations, client policies… everything, into each course automatically.

set a high standard for ourselves,
and Behind the Scenes provides an
inside look at just some of the
detail required for this level of
quality.
More than what you expect.
….It’s what you deserve.
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No longer does the project director need to memorize or search for pertinent documents. All courses are preloaded with all the documents necessary. Need to change a preloaded load chart workshop to one that matches
the client’s equipment? Drag out the one that doesn’t match and drag in the
one that does. Load chart, workshop questionnaire and workshop answer
guide are tied by serial number so nothing gets left behind. It’s what you
need when and where you need it right on the desktop, then delivered in
time for training.
Need training tomorrow? No problem! With Course Builder training programs are assembled so quickly and precisely that getting a program out the
door went from hours to minutes. And, accidentally leaving out a critical
document in the rush is a thing of the past.
Need to revise an under performing test question? With Course Builder
one change in the item bank means all tests with that question assigned are
changed automatically. Plus, spotted pages are gone too. Not a single
document is photo-copied for your program. Everything is printed as an
original— every time.
One manual short… Not with Course Builder. Input the number of students and Course Builder adds two extra of everything just in case. Need a
backup post-test? With Course Builder they will take a test containing the
same concepts and learning objectives, but not the exact same test.
Our clients are believers and you will be too. Course Builder! Available
only from Crane Tech.

